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Documentary and Factual

Engineering Reborn Pioneer Productions Discovery
60 min Documentary
This series charts the history of key buildings from around the world outlining their initial purpose, and uses archive
to cover periods of redundancy or abandonment and reveal their transformation into some of the world’s most
prestigious buildings.

Royal Gardens Pioneer Productions Channel 4
2 x 60 min Documentary
Buckingham Palace. Windsor Castle. Sandringham House. They are some of the most historically important
buildings in the world. But behind palace gates and 15-foot walls, there are secret wildlife sanctuaries waiting to be
discovered. Royal historians explore the fascinating history associated with each garden, where every plant has a
royal story to tell.

Attack on Pearl Harbour: Minute By Minute Barcroft Studios Channel 5
60 min Documentary, Editor and Producer
Episode 3, Declaration of War. This gripping three-part historical series promises the closest look ever at the fateful
day that changed the course of World War II - and the ships and lives that were lost.
Piecing together this complex event with clear storytelling and stunning graphics, each episode covers a different
part of the timeline to tell the heart-pounding tale of the Japanese attack that changed the world forever.

Inside the Mind: Michael Jackson Viacom Channel 5
90 min Documentary
He is one of the great enigmas of modern times - Michael Jackson baffled, surprised, shocked and amazed the
world. Now for the first time, forensic psychologist, Dr. Bob Johnson, who normally spends his time analysing serial
killers and the clinically insane, goes through the infamous, bewildering life and mind of Michael Jackson and reveals
what really made him tick.

The Queen's Jewels: Heirlooms & Legacy ITN Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
The Royal Family owns the most dazzling jewel collection in the world, its value estimated at up to £5 billion, but in
reality priceless. From the stones to the settings, everything has significance – be it a political power play, a family
heirloom or simply a treasured gift. This programme breaks down the history of these Royal heirlooms and takes a
light-hearted look at some of the Royal Family’s internal conflicts concerning the jewels, from Diana's divorce ring to
the tiara battle between Meghan and Eugenie.
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William & Kate: Too Good To Be True? ITN Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
This programme tells the story of William and Kate's relationship, of Kate's entrance into royal life, and the highs
and lows of the couple's popularity with the British public. We go behind the fairy tale to reveal the truth about the
royal couple, who will one day be our King and Queen.

Queen Mary: How She Saved the Royals ITN Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
This programme focuses on Elizabeth II's grandmother, who as Queen Consort was George V's most trusted adviser
and became a symbol of national stability, particularly during the crisis that ensued when her eldest son Edward VIII
abdicated. The programme examines her background prior to marriage and her continuing influence on the
modern-day House of Windsor, with royal experts and historians revealing how Queen Mary's devotion to her duty
and her country always came before her personal emotions.

The Queen’s Speeches: In Triumph & Tragedy ITN Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Throughout her reign, the Queen has addressed the nation at times of jubilation, during moments of national
sorrow and, of course, on each Christmas Day. This programme looks at the Queen's most iconic speeches and the
events that inspired them.

Charles & Camilla: King and Queen in Waiting ITN Productions Channel 5
60 min Documentary
A look at the relationship between the Prince of Wales and the Duchess of Cornwall. From forbidden love that
caused scandal in the palace, to Camilla winning the hearts of the nation after becoming the prince's second wife, it
has been quite a journey for the royal couple. The programme also explores what might be expected from Charles's
reign when he becomes king and whether people will accept Camilla as queen.

Harvey Weinstein: ID Breaking Now ITN Productions Discovery ID
60 min Documentary
He threatened, he bullied, he spied on them but Harvey Weinstein could not silence the women he raped and
assaulted. Harvey Weinstein: ID Breaking Now interviews Weinstein's spy and exposes the story Weinstein hoped
would never be told.

Catching a Serial Killer: Sam Little ITN Productions Oxygen
60 min Documentary
Claiming to have killed 93 women, Samuel Little is the most prolific serial killer in United States history with more
victims than Ted Bundy, John-Wayne Gacy and Jeffrey Dahmer, combined.  He was finally brought to justice after a
killing-spree which lasted over a quarter of a century, spanning across nineteen states. In this 2-part special,
investigative journalist Beth Karas looks into how this serial killer evaded capture for so long and how he was finally
brought to justice.
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Inside Aldi at Christmas Viacom Channel 5
60 min Documentary
The ‘Inside’ series on Channel 5 looks at the sensational secrets and scandals of the UK’s most famous companies.
Following the success of ‘Inside’ Aldi, this episode focuses on Aldi at Christmas and how the German supermarket
overcame industry hostility and old-fashioned snobbery to win the public's affection, becoming a key player in the
competitive Christmas market.

Breaking the Band: Guns N’ Roses Potato/ITV Studios Reelz US
60 min Documentary
Sold out tours, chart-topping hits, and runaway world domination can all mean nothing when you’re in a band on
the brink of collapse. Breaking the Band shows the battling egos, power struggles and inter-band rivalries. From
crippling drug addictions to scandalous affairs Breaking the Band uncovers the incredible true stories by recreating
the key moments the cameras missed in addition to using rare band interviews and off-stage footage to piece
together each dramatic tale.

Mariah: The Diva, The Demons, The Drama Potato / ITV Studios Channel 5
90 min Documentary
Mariah Carey was the most successful female recording artist of all time, but in 2002 she suffered a public
breakdown. This feature-length docudrama looks at the events leading up to her mental collapse and charts her
dramatic highs and lows through the prism of her recent bipolar confession in 2018.

The Double Life of George Michael Potato / ITV Studios Channel 5
90 min Documentary
This feature-length docudrama looks at the rise and fall of beloved singer-songwriter George Michael.  From his
modest beginnings to his domination of America, the programme sets out to celebrate his achievements but also to
understand what was behind the scandals and his eventual demise.

Autopsy - Series 6: Mama Cass Potato / ITV Studios Reelz
60 min Documentary
Forensic pathologist Dr. Michael Hunter looks into the death of influential folk singer Mama Cass Elliot of the band
The Mamas and the Papas.  Though it is believed that she died from heart complications due to obesity, Michael
Hunter asks the question: Were there other factors at play?

Killer Instinct with Chris Hansen, Series 2 and 3 ITN Investigation
3 x 60 min Documentary Discovery
Series 3, Episode 2: ‘Slip of the Tongue’. Award-winning investigative journalist Chris Hansen looks into some of
America's most shocking murders. Through access to key witnesses, survivors, neighbours and law enforcers,
Hansen reaches into the depths of the killer's mind, bringing alive stories that chilled America. This episode deals
with the murder of innocent family man, Stephen Perret.
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Series 3, Episode 1: ‘Death of a Genius’. In Hebron Kentucky, paranoid schizophrenic and recluse Walter Sartory
goes missing. Delving into his past, detectives learn that he is an accomplished scientist who worked on the atomic
bomb and has gained a handsome income from various scientific patents.  The hunt is on to find his assailant.

Series 2, Episode 3: ‘A Deadly Diamond’. Award-winning investigative journalist Chris Hansen looks into some of
America's most shocking murders. Through access to key witnesses, survivors, neighbours and law enforcers,
Hansen reaches into the depths of the killer's mind, bringing alive stories that chilled America. This episode deals
with the murder of rich retiree, Jean Schwarzkopf.

Series 2, Episode 1: ‘Murder on Highway 23’. In California's Simi Valley, 20-year-old Megan Barroso is heading home
from a July 4th party when she disappears. Her car is found stranded on Highway 23 - riddled by bullets from an
AK47. Chris Hansen unfolds the tale of a truly evil predator.

Inside King’s Cross: The Railway, Episode 2 Potato / ITV Studios Channel 5
60 min Documentary
Following staff from Network Rail and train operating companies as they deal with the day-to-day running of the
railway including major incidents, which cause disruption, and keeping passengers safe as they travel to their
destinations.

Web of Lies, Series 4, Episode 7 Blast Films Investigation
45 min Documentary Discovery
This series looks at how the Internet played a pivotal role in a number of high-profile crimes.  This episode looks at
the case of Jeffery Marsalis, who was one of the most prolific date rape protagonists in Philadelphia. He used a fake
profile on the website Match.com to find and abuse his victims.

Autopsy, Series 4 and 5 Potato / ITV Studios Reelz
2 x 60 min Documentary
Judy Garland: World-renowned forensic pathologist Dr Michael Hunter re-examines the autopsies of some of the
most famous people, from Michael Jackson to Anna Nicole Smith. In this episode, Dr. Hunter looks at the life of
megastar Judy Garland, from her days at MGM as Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz, to her final days in London and seeks
to unravel the cause of her premature death.

Corey Haim: Forensic pathologist Dr. Michael Hunter looks into the death of 80s teen idol, Corey Haim. Through his
decadent childhood on the LA party scene to his wilderness years in Burbank, Dr Hunter analyses key moments in
the actor’s life to uncover the true cause of his death.

Jim Morrison: In this episode he uncovers the cause of Jim Morrison’s death and in the process, sheds light on his
extraordinary life and musical career.

Donda West: Dr Michael Hunter re-examines the autopsy and investigates why, after extensive cosmetic surgery,
Donda West died. This episode also reveals how Donda West contributed to Kanye’s remarkable musical success
and the devastating impact her death had on his life.
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The Secret Life of Materials Met Film Ltd
60 min Documentary
From the earliest tool hewn from a single piece of stone, more than 2.5 million years ago, to advanced robotics
connected to the human nervous system, the history of human civilization is a history of materials. This film takes
us on a journey where we meet the pioneers of material science and reveal their discoveries that are transforming
the world around us.

The Brain with David Eagleman Blink Films PBS
60 min Documentary
Science series hosted by neuroscientist Dr. David Eagleman that tells the story of the inner workings of the brain
and takes viewers on a visually spectacular journey into why they feel and think the things they do.

Dispatches: Murdoch, Cameron & the £8 Billion Deal Blakeway Channel 4
28 min Documentary Additional Editor
As David Cameron prepares to take the stand at Leveson, this episode investigates just how close the Prime
Minister got to the Murdoch Empire.

Sailing Academy: In Search Of Britain’s Best Solo Sailor Sunset & Vine Channel 4
23 min Documentary Offline and Online Editor
Sailing Academy follows 16 of the nation’s top young sailors as they fight for one of three places at a top sailing
academy with the hope of representing Great Britain in the Vendee Globe, a gruelling around the world solo yacht
race.

My Birthday Shook the World Tigerlily Films CBBC
26 min Documentary
Documentary that explores growing up in the USA post 9/11 as seen through the eyes of five American children.
The dramatic documentary asks how the children feel about having a birthday on the same day as one of the most
tragic events in American history and whether they should celebrate it. Additional Offline editor, Avid.

3 Faces of Afghanistan BBC
45 min Documentary, Online Editor
Three short films profiling the lives of four, socially diverse individuals living in Afghanistan.  The films give an insight
into the lives of a schoolgirl, a farmer, a truck driver and a doctor.

The Listening Post: Al-Jazeera
7 x 20 min Documentary Offline and Online Editor
News Corp Special: This special focuses on the events surrounding Rupert Murdoch and News Corp, touching on
the Leveson Enquiry and the media handling of the case.

Arab Spring Special: This special Christmas episode looks at how amateur footage and social media affected the
Arab uprisings of 2011. The show looks at how Governments in Tunisia, Egypt, Syria and Bahrain tried to clamp
down on the Internet, a powerful force which eventually contributed to their downfall.
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The Media’s Role in African Elections: This programme comprises 3 films analysing media manipulation by
authorities in Nigeria, South Africa and Ghana. The programme tackles why Nigerians have lost trust in their news
media and if the South African cartoonist Zapiro has crossed the line.

The Tunisia Effect: Following the broadcast of the Tunisian uprising across the region, the programme looks at how
this has had a domino effect in Egypt.

The Revolution Was Not Televised Al Jazeera travels to the birthplace of Tunisia's uprising and speaks to Mohamed
Bouazizi's family. The programme looks at the role media - new and old - played in the Tunisian revolution.

WikiLeaks Cyber Warriors: Looking at the tug of war over freedom of information in the digital age.

Bush and Blair: Following the release of their autobiographies, this episode looks at how Tony Blair and George
Bush’s accounts will impact and shape the interpretation of their time in power.

Watchdog Daily BBC
44 min Factual, Online Editor
Episode 16. Live and interactive series, which takes on the big household names, getting results and showing
viewers how they can fight back.

City Hospital BBC
40 x 60 min Documentary, VO Recordist, Linear Editor and VT Operator
Long-running medical documentary series that aired on BBC1.  This was series 14 with Andi Peters, Nadia Sawalha
and Ainsley Harriot.

Home From Home Bell Pottinger
45 min Documentary
An independent documentary focusing on identity and what it means to be a British-born Iraqi.  The film follows
three young men visiting Iraq (some for the first time) to gain a greater understanding of their religious and ethnic
background and how that ties in with their sense of ‘Britishness’. Offline editor, Avid.

The Meerkats The Weinstein Company BBC Films
83 min Documentary
Feature-length documentary following the coming-of-age of a meerkat pup in the Kalahari Desert.  This was
co-financed by BBC Films and The Weinstein Company and featured Paul Newman’s voice over (his last
performance before his death). Whilst employed by The Weinstein Company, also worked on a number sales
promos for the film, one of which secured the sale of the movie in the French territories. Officially credited as
Assistant Post-Production Supervisor for the Weinstein Company. Avid
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Short Form Credits

The Ramadan Diaries Watershed Channel 4
3 x 3 min Short Documentaries
Following a wide range of British Muslims as they observe Ramadan, going beyond the physical trial of fasting to
understand how the fast impacts at a deeper, spiritual level.

iWonder Guides: WW1 Trauma BBC
2 min Short Documentary, Offline and Online
The BBC iWonder guides are part of BBC Learning and provide rich and original video content, which deepens
understanding and challenges preconceptions. Presented by BBC presenter Sian Williams, this guide looks at how
trauma affected soldiers in the First World War and how this was not recognised as a mental issue until much later
in the century.
Producer: David Prudames

The al-Anfal Campaign RW Films
10x 4 min Short Videos
This is a series of short videos from the Emmy award-winning company, RW Films.  These are interviews with
survivors of the Anfal (the genocidal campaign by Saddam Hussein against the Kurdish people of Northern Iraq).
The aim is to upload these interviews to their website in order to produce a multitude of unique stories and paint a
comprehensive picture of that time.  These are the building blocks of their next documentary.

Safer Mooring Videotel
9 min Short Video Offline and Online Editor
This video looks at the dangers involved in mooring and the best safety practices as endorsed by IMO.

The Noisettes - Shinghai’s Journey AKQA
5 x 4 min Short Films, Offline and Online Editor, FCP
5 short films commissioned by Nike following the lead singer from The Noisettes preparing for a charity bike ride
from London to Brighton.  We follow her highs and lows and capture the difficulty and elation of the final bike ride.

Who is Superfly?: Christiano Ronaldo AKQA
2 x 1 min - 30 sec Commercial
This was originally intended to be a web-based campaign for the new Nike Mercurial football boot.  The crew were
given 3 min with Christiano Ronaldo where they projected patterns onto his face and asked him what ‘superfly’
means.  Given free reign on the footage.  The video proved very successful and was used by Nike as a television
campaign in France and aired on TV5.
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Who is Superfly?: Mesut Ozil AKQA
1 min and 30 sec
Projecting patterns onto Mesut Ozil’s face and asked him what ‘superfly’ means.

Crisis Control BBC
30 min Entertainment
Children’s television series.  6 children were given multiple choices on how to deal with a world crisis, such as a
tsunami.  Each choice leads to a different scenario, which we edited.

Sunset To Sunset Copenhagen Records
5 min Music Video
Music video for popular Danish band Spleen United.  They played a non-stop, improvised 24-hour set in a disused
space in Copenhagen. The video captures the highlights of the performance set to the music of their latest single.

Film

Chicken Tikka Masala Seven-Spice Productions
90 min Feature Film
Film, which gained a UK-wide theatrical release.  The comedy, based in Preston, looks at arranged marriage and
homosexuality in the Indian community.  It stars Chris Bisson, Saeed Jaffrey and Peter Ash.  Sole editor and
supervised the Conform and Grade in India.

Killshot The Weinstein Company
95 min Feature Film
Film  directed by John Madden, based on an Elmore Leonard novel.  It stars Mickey Rourke, Jason Gordon-Levitt,
Diane Lane and Thomas Jane.  Whilst at The Weinstein Company as their in-house editor, I worked on a number of
re-edits of the film based on executive feedback and test screening results.  I spent 6 months in New York working
on cuts and attending test screenings in New Jersey.

Arthur and The Invisibles The Weinstein Company
94 min Animate Film
Animated feature by Luc Besson, starring Mia Farrow and featuring the voice of Madonna and Snoop Dog.  A young
boy tries to stop his grandfather’s house from being demolished by looking for hidden treasure guarded by the tiny
‘Minimoys’.  The film had a romantic subplot between two 10-year-olds and the American release required some of
those scenes to be toned down.  Whilst at The Weinstein Company in New York, I worked with a number of
executives to make the problematic scenes work through cuts.
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Natasha Inspired Movies
87 min Feature Film
Film starring Richard Lintern about a young Russian exchange student arriving at a very proper English village.  She
overturns the lives of a vicar and his family with amusing results.
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